
My Skin Care: ________________________________ 

ORDER of APPLICATION 
1. Foundation Primer with Finishing Spray 
2. CC Cream________________ applied with mineral brush 
3. Under eye corrector ________________applied with con-

cealer brush or sponge/beauty blender 
4. Highlighting concealer _____________blend with liquid 

brush over corrector over brows and under brows 
5. Highlighting Cream2Powder__________________ applied 

with liquid foundation brush under eye/top cheek/above jaw 
6. Contouring Cream2Powder__________________ applied 

with mineral foundation brush  cheek hollows and jawbone 
7. Highlighting concealer on midline of nose, chin, and fore-

head applied with concealer brush 
8. Contouring cream2Powder on sides of nose applied with 

concealer brush (optional set with hazelnut eye color) 
9. Highlighting pressed powder__________________ applied 

with mineral foundation brush, buff and blend 
10. Contouring pressed powder__________________ applied 

with mineral foundation brush, warm up edges of face 
11.  Dual Cheek Color____________ applied with cheek brush 
12.  Bronzing Powder ________________ applied with big    

powder brush     *Finishing Spray, Translucent, Spray again    
OPTIONAL:          
1.  WOW BROWS: pencil________ mineral________ applied 

with brow brush add eyebrow gel. Use highlight shade and 
concealer under brow line to “cut” them.  Apply Eye Primer 

2.  Add eye colors with 2 brushes Palette_______________,  
liner_______ smoked out with smudger brush. LASH SPA!!! 

3.   Lip liner__________, lipstick_______, Lipgloss___________ 



My Basics 
Enhanced Brush Set $95 -Cleaner Free      Brush on Beautiful w/cleaner $65              

Mineral foundation with brush $30              CC cream with primer $38 

Under Eye Corrector, highlight concealer , concealer brush $42       

 

Mascara spa: primer, ultimate, lash love $45         Brow pencil and gel $21 

Finishing Spray and translucent powder $34          Liner and Smudger $22 

Bare compact with 6 colors $65        Lash Intensity Mascara $18    

(Circle the sets you LOVE!) 

Optional Palette Combinations 
Contouring Palette starts @$104:   Highlight cream to powder, contour 
cream to powder, pressed powder bronzing, pressed powder highlight/
blending, Cheek duo, and bronzing powder (2powders, no eye) 

Contouring Palette starts @$112:   Highlight cream to powder, contour 
cream to powder, pressed powder highlight/blending,  2 cheek colors,              
1 Cheek duo, and bronzing powder (1powder, 4 cheeks, no eye) 

Contouring Palette starts @$108:   Highlight cream to powder, contour 
cream to powder, pressed powder highlight/blending, Cheek duo 1,           
Cheek duo 2,  and bronzing powder (1powder, 2 cheeks, no eye) 

Select shades & formulas that work for both your skin type & tone 

 

My Skin Care: ____________________  

I want it all  I need it all  Show me how to earn it all 

My Glamour 

Want a Deal? (Circle one) The Bag    Microderm  Facial Peel  Skinviggie 

FAVORITE Palette 

FAVORITE Palette starts 
@$139:   Highlight cream 
to powder, contour cream 
to powder, pressed pow-
der highlight/blending, 
Cheek duo, and  bronzing 
powder with 6 eye colors  

LIMITED EDITION      
Palette 

LTD Edition Palette starts 
@$146:   Highlight cream 
to powder, contour cream 
to powder,  pressed pow-
der highlight/blending, 
Cheek duo, and  bronzing  
powder and limited edi-
tion palette(s) as available 

JUST a TASTE 

 

Just a Taste starts @$100:   
Highlight liquid foundation, 
contour liquid foundation,  
2 mineral powder brushes, 
Cheek duo, and  bronzing  
powder (no palette) 

 


